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Abstract. We consider polynomial mappings which have atypical fibres due to the asymptotic behav-
ior at infinity. Fixing some proper extension of the polynomial mapping, we study the localizability
at infinity of the variation of topology of fibres and the possibility of interpreting local results at
infinity into global results. We prove local and global Bertini–Sard–Lefschetz type statements for
noncompact spaces and nonproper mappings and we deduce results on the homotopy type or the
connectivity of the fibres of polynomial mappings.
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1. Introduction

Let f : C n ! C be a polynomial mapping. A valuea 2 C is calledatypical for
f if the mappingf is not topologically trivial over any disc centered ata. The
set of atypical values is known to be finite and may be different from the set of
critical values off . We start giving a general setup for investigating the topology of
complex polynomial mappings which have atypical values produced by so-called
‘singularities at infinity’.

1.1. DEFINITION. LetX � C
n be an irreducible affine variety overC and let

f :X ! C be algebraic. We say that(f̂ ;Y;Z) is afibre-compactifying extension
(abbreviatedf.c.e.) of f if f̂ : Y ! C is an algebraic proper morphism which extends
f , such thatYnX is a Cartier divisor on the algebraic varietyY andZ is a smooth
complex manifold containingY. We shall denoteY1 := YnX and call it the
divisor at infinity.

One may define similarly a f.c.e. for a mappingg:X ! C
p instead of a func-

tion f .

1.2. EXAMPLE. LetGf := f(x; t) 2 X � C j f(x) = tg be the graph off and
letC be a compact smooth algebraic variety,C � X. Let thenX := X(f; C) denote
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the Zariski closure ofGf in C � C . If XnX is a divisor, then(t;X; C � C ) is a f.c.e.
of f , wheret denotes the restriction toX of the projectionC � C ! C .

One may use the projective spaceP
n as the smooth compactC. ForX = C

n , this
was considered in several papers, e.g. [Br], [Di], [Pa-1], [ST] and [Pa-2]; notice
that X(f;Pn) is then a hypersurface inPn � C . Instead ofPn, one might use a
smooth toric compactification ofC n based on a subdivision into nonsingular cones
of the Newton polyhedron at infinity off , see [Ku], [Oka] and [Br].

The approach we propose relies on the study of the position of the levels off relative
to the nonzero levels of functions which locally define the divisor at infinity in some
fibre-compactifying extension.

We shall introduce in this paper thepartial Thom stratification(Definition 2.1)
which is less demanding than the Whitney stratification, since it does not require
Whitney (b) condition. Thom stratifications are really weaker than Whitney ones;
we may send the reader to the famous example due to Brianc¸on and Speder and
to Bekka’s remark in [Be, Introduction]. We shall see that@T -stratifications are
also less restrictive than the (C)-regular stratifications introduced by Bekka [Be].
Nevertheless they are a good enough context to prove a basic local isotopy theorem
for a nonproper mapping (Theorem 2.5) which may replace Thom’s First Isotopy
Lemma. As a byproduct, we give an entirely topological proof (Theorem 2.9) of a
result due to Brianc¸on, Maisonobe and Merle [BMM, Th́eor̀eme 4.2.1] on the Thom
regularity condition, whose original proof was based onD-module techniques.

We show that@T -stratifications appear naturally at infinity and that there is a
canonical@T -stratification atY1, in caseX is a smooth complex affine variety
with isolated singularities (Theorem 3.6). Actually, this stratification is ‘induced’
by thespace of characteristic covectors at infinity(Definition 3.4).

In Section 3 we definelocalizability of the variation of topology of fibresand
prove that, for polynomial functions withisolatedG-singularities(Definition 4.2),
whereG is a@T -stratification at infinity, the variation of topology of the fibres is
localizable (Theorem 4.3). The use of@T -stratifications allows us to prove, via
Theorem 2.5, the existence of thelocal monodromyand local variation mapping
of f at some isolatedG-singularity at infinity. These objects depend, of course, on
the chosen f.c.e. off .

We define the singular locus of a mapping with respect to a@T -stratification
at infinity which satisfies Whitney (a) property, and use this in order to prove and
apply Bertini–Sard–Lefschetz type results adapted to our affine situation. In case
of a smooth complex affineX andf :X ! C with isolatedG-singularities we show
that, up to the homotopy type,X can be built from a general fibre off by attaching
a certain number of cells, all of dimension= dimX (see Theorem 4.6 for a more
general statement).

As another application of our approach, we prove that, for anaffine local
complete intersection with isolatedG-singularitiesg: C n+p ! C

p (Definition 6.1),
the general fibre has the homotopy type of a bouquet of spheres (Theorem 6.2).
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We also find a connectivity result (Theorem 5.5) on the fibres of any polynomial
f : C n ! C , in terms of its singularities with respect to a@T -stratification atY1

with Whitney (a) property. We discuss in Section 3 an interesting example of
a polynomial, from the point of view of its singularities and vanishing cyles at
infinity.

Our point of view and results extend in particular the ones of [ST] – which
were based on Whitney stratifications. Although the results in this paper concern
complex mappings, some of them treat the real case too (e.g. Theorem 2.5). For
some developments in the real case see [Ti-2].

2. @T -Stratifications and a local isotopy theorem

We introduce a stratification which is weaker than a Whitney stratification but will
still allow us to prove a local isotopy theorem which will be used in the next section
to investigate the topology at infinity. In the beginning, the setting is both real and
complex analytic, but later we stick to the complex case.

LetX be aK -analytic space and letg:X ! K be aK -analytic function, where
K = C or R. Suppose thatX is endowed with a complex (resp. real) stratification
G = fG�g�2� such thatg�1(0) is a union of strata. IfG� \ G� 6= ; then, by
definition,G� � G� and in this case we writeG� < G� .

2.1. DEFINITION. We say thatG is a@T -stratification (partial Thom stratification)
relative tog if the following condition is satisfied:

(@ag) any two strataG� < G� with G� � g�1(0) andG� � Xng�1(0) satisfy the
Thom (ag) regularity condition.

For the definition of the Thom (ag) condition, one can consult for instance [GWPL,
ch. I]. Local @T -stratifications exist since local Thom stratifications relative to
a function exist, see e.g. [HL-1, Théor̀eme 1.2.1], [Hi], [Be] (‘local’ means in
some neighbourhood of a pointx, for any x 2 X ). But @T -stratifications are
less demanding than Thom (or Thom-Whitney) stratifications. We give bellow an
equivalent definition, in terms of the relative conormal.

2.2.LetX � K
N be aK -analytic variety. (In the real case, assume thatX contains

at least a regular point.) LetU � K
N be an open set and letg:X \ U ! K be

K -analytic. One defines therelative conormalT �
gjX\U � T �(KN )jX\U , as follows,

see [Te], [HMS]

T �gjX\U := closuref(y; �) 2 T �(KN ) j y 2 X 0
\ U; �(Ty(g

�1(g(y))) = 0g;

whereX 0
� X is the open dense subset of regular points ofX whereg is a

submersion. The relative conormal is conical (i.e.(y; �) 2 T �
gjX\U ) (y; ��) 2

T �
gjX\U , 8� 2 K

� ).
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Let now G� < G� be two strata of a stratificationG and let (T �
gjG�

)x :=

T �
gjG�

\ ��1(x), where�:T �(KN )! K
N denotes the canonical projection. Then,

locally atx, the condition(@ag) for the strataG� andG� translates to

T �G� � (T �
gjG�

)x; (1)

whereT �G� � T �(KN ) denotes the conormal to the stratumG�.

2.3. DEFINITION. LetX � K
N be aK -analytic set endowed with aK -analytic

stratificationS = fSigi2I which satisfies Whitney (a) property.
For aK -analytic mappingg = (g1; : : : ; gp):X ! K

p , we define thecritical
locusof g with respect toS by

SingSg :=
[
i2I

SinggjSi :

Then Singg is a closed subset ofX .
ForK -analytic functionsf; h:X ! K we say that the set

�S(f; h) := closurefSingS(f; h)n(SingSf [ SingSh)g

is thepolar locuswith respect toS.

Let �PN�1 be the set of all hyperplanes ofPN�1. A hyperplaneH 2 �PN�1 is defined
by a linear formlH : KN ! K and we may occasionally identify these two objects.
We have the following useful Bertini–Sard–Lefschetz type result, not easy to be
found in the literature (we know of no reference in the real case).

2.4. LEMMA (Polar curve theorem).LetX � K
N be analytic or algebraic and

let f :X ! K be analytic or algebraic. LetS = fSigi2I be a finite family which
stratifiesX with Whitney(a)condition. Then there is an open
f �

�PN�1 (Zariski-
open in the complex case, resp. dense in the real analytic case) such that, for any
H 2 
f , �S(lH ; f) is a curve or it is void.

Proof. For any stratumSi of dimension> 1 we consider the projectivised
relative conormalPT �

f jSi
� PT �(KN ). We identifyPT �(KN )with K

N
��PN�1 and

we denote byCi the closure ofPT �
f jSi

within P
N
� �PN�1. For anyi 2 I, let � be

the projection on the first factor and the one on the second. Then the polar locus
�(lH ; h) is included in�(�1(H)), for someH 2 �PN�1.

SinceCi is compact analytic, resp. algebraic, we may apply Verdier’s [V, Théo-
rème 3.3] to the proper morphism:Ci ! �PN�1 to find an open
i � �PN�1

with the properties claimed for
f and such that8H 2 
i, H is a regular value
of the restrictionj(Ci)reg. Since8i 2 I, dim(Ci)reg = N , it follows that either
dim�1(H) = 1 or�1(H) = ;. We conclude by defining
f as being the inter-
section\i2I
i. 2
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INFINITY OF POLYNOMIAL MAPPINGS AND THOM REGULARITY CONDITION 93

The basic isotopy theorem we prove is the following.

2.5. THEOREM (open local isotopy).Let (X ; x) � (KN ; x) be aK -analytic irre-
ducible space germ,dimxX > 2. Denote byB" the open ball centered atx, of
radius" and byD� � K the open disc(resp. interval) centered at0, of radius�.
Leth: (X ; x) ! (K ;0) be an analytic mapping transversal to a@T -stratification
relative tog, denoted byG. Suppose moreover thatXng�1(0) is smooth. Then for
any" > 0 small enough and0 < � � ", the following restriction ofh

hj:B" \ h�1(D�) \ (Xng
�1(0))! D�

is a topologically trivial fibration.
Proof.G may fail to be a Whitney stratification, hence one cannot apply Thom’s

First Isotopy Lemma. AlsoG might not be (C)-regular in the sense of Bekka
[Be, Sect. 2, Def. 1.1], nevertheless it is of a similar flavour.

The idea of proof is to lift byh the unit real (resp. complex) vector field@=@t
onD� to a vector field onX tangent to bothS" := @B" and to all positive levels
of g.

First choose" > 0 such that for all 0< "0 6 ", the sphereS"0 is transversal
to all strata ofG and to all positive dimensional strata of the stratification induced
by G onh�1(0) (by e.g. [HL-1, Th. 1.3.2] or [Loo, Lem. 2.2]). Our hypothesis on
h implies that the levels ofh are transversal to the levels ofg different from 0, at
any point ofB"ng

�1(0), for " small enough. We may therefore define a continuous
vector fieldv onB" \ h�1(D�) \ (Xng

�1(0)), without zero, which is a pull-back
of the unit vector field@=@t onD� and is tangent to the levels ofg. This follows
for instance from the fact thatG is so to say ‘partially’ (C)-regular, in the sense
that jgj2 is a control function for two strataG� < G� satisfyingG� � g�1(0) and
G� � Xng�1(0). Therefore we may still construct a continuous vector fieldv like
done by Bekka in [Be, p. 61, point 1].

But v might not be tangent to the sphereS", so we have to modify it in the
neighbourhood ofS" \ h�1(D�). We need the following.

2.6. LEMMA. With the same notations of Theorem2:5, suppose thath: (X ; x) !
(K ;0) is transversal toG except possibly atx. Then for some0 < � � ",
0 < � � " we have thath�1(h(q)) is transversal toS" \ g�1(g(q)), for any
q 2 S" \ h�1(D�) \ g�1(D�

�).
Proof. Our hypothesis implies that�G(g; h) \ g�1(0) � fxg. Indeed, ify 2

g�1(0), y 6= x, thenh is transversal to the level ofg at any point withinNy \

Xng�1(0), whereNy is some small enough neighbourhood ofy. It follows that
�G(g; h) \ S" \ g�1(D�) = ;, for small enough" and 0< �� ". We recall that
" was chosen small enough such thatS" is transversal to all positive dimensional
strata of the formh�1(0) \ G�, with G� 2 G.
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If the conclusion of this lemma is not true, then there would exist a sequence of
pointspi 2 S"\g

�1(D�
�) � Xng�1(0), with pi ! p 2 S"\h

�1(0)\g�1(0), such
that the intersection of tangent spacesTpih

�1(h(pi))\ Tpig
�1(g(pi)) is contained

in Tpi(S" \ X ). Then, provided that the following limits exist (which one may
assume without loss of generality), we would have

lim Tpih
�1(h(pi)) \ lim Tpig

�1(g(pi)) � TpS": (2)

On the other hand, letG� � g�1(0) be the stratum containingp. We have that
lim Tpih

�1(h(pi)) � TpG�, sinceG is a@T -stratification. Now sinceh is transver-
sal toG� and sincep 2 h�1(0), the seth�1(0) \ G� must have positive dimension
and we have assumed thatS" is transversal to it. But this contradicts (2). 2

We now complete the last part of the proof of Theorem 2.5. From Lemma 2.6,
it follows that there exists a continuous vector fieldw without zero on some collar
of S" \ h�1(D�) \ g�1(D�

�) � B" \ h
�1(D�) \ g�1(D�

�), which is a lift of@=@t
by h and is tangent toS"00 \ g�1(p), for anyp 2 D�

� and"0 6 "00 6 ", for some"0

close to".
Lastly, there exists another continuous vector fieldu without zero onB" \

h�1(D�)ng
�1(D�) which is again a lift of@=@t and is tangent to the sphereS" (by

the choice of").
We then glue those threeu; v;w by a partition of unity and get a vector field

which trivializes the fibrationhj. 2

We stick to the complex case during the rest of this section. We prove the following
Lefschetz type result, which extends (from the point of view of the stratification
involved in the statement) the result of Hamm and Lê [HL-2, Cor. 4.2.2].

2.7. COROLLARY.Let(X ; x) be a complex germ and leth; g: (X ; x)! (C ;0) be
complex functions such thath is transversal to a@T -stratification with respect to
g, except possibly atx. Assume thatXng�1(0) is smooth of dimensionn. Then for
any" small enough, any0< � � " and any� 2 D�

� , the pair

(B" \ h�1(D�) \ Xng
�1(0); B" \ h�1(�) \ Xng�1(0))

is (n� 1)-connected.
Proof. Under the stated conditions, the following pair

(B" \ h�1(D�) \ Xng
�1(0); (S" \ h�1(D�)) [ (B" \ h�1(�) \ Xng�1(0)))

is (n� 1)-connected, by [HL-2, Th. 4.2.1]. See also the proof of [loc. cit.], since
we have given an equivalent (slightly different) form of their result.

Now by our Lemma 2.6, the restriction ofh to S" \ h�1(D�) \ Xng
�1(0)

induces a topologically trivial fibration overD�. The conclusion follows. 2
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We end this section by a result concerning@T -stratifications, which is a kind of a
converse of Theorem 2.5. Let us first define the local stratified triviality property,
following [BMM, 4.1].

So letX � C
N be a complex analytic set endowed with a stratificationG

having Whitney (a) condition. LetG� be a stratum, dimG� > 0, letx 2 G� and let
h: (CN ; x) ! (C p ;0) be a submersion transversal toG�. LetD� denote the open
ball centered at 02 C

p , of radius� and letB" be the ball withinh�1(0) centered
atx, of radius". For" > 0 small enough,G induces a Whitney (a) stratification on
h�1(0); thereforeB" is stratified by the intersections ofh�1(0) with the strata of
G. ThenD� �B" is endowed with the product stratification.

2.8. DEFINITION. The stratificationG of X satisfies thelocal stratified triviality
property (abbreviated LST) if and only if for any pointx 2 X and any submersion
h: (CN ;0) ! (C p ;0) transversal toG� atx, wherex 2 G� and 0< p 6 dimG�,
there are� > 0, " > 0, a neighbourhoodU of x within C

N and a stratified
homeomorphism� such that the following diagram commutes

X \ U
� - D� �B"

h

@
@
@
@
@R 	�

�
�
�
�
pr1

D�:

One notices that the LST property is preserved when slicing by hyperplanes
transversal to the strata. Moreover, the LST property is preserved when restrict-
ing to G� , whereG� is some stratum (since� is a stratified homeomorphism). It
is verified for instance by Whitney stratifications (by Thom–Mather first isotopy
lemma).

2.9. THEOREM.LetX � C
N be endowed with a complex stratificationG which

satisfies Whitney(a) condition, such thatg�1(0) is a union of strata and that
G verifies thelocal stratified trivialityproperty(abbreviatedLST). ThenG is a
@T -stratification(and hence a Thom(ag)-stratification).

This is a remarkable result due to Brianc¸on, Maisonobe and Merle [BMM,
Th. 4.2.1]. The original proof uses some importantD-modules technical results.
We give bellow a self-contained proof using a polar curve argument.

Proof. By absurd, lety 2 g�1(0) be a point where the(@ag) condition forG fails.
We then consider the locusY � g�1(0) of all points within some neighbourhood
of p where (@ag) fails. Let T be some complex Thom(ag)-stratification of a
neighbourhood ofy0 in X , which locally refinesG and such that new strata occur
only within Y (which is possible, by the definition ofY ).
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LetT0 be a stratum ofT which is of maximal dimension among the strata which
are included inY and which containy0 in their closure. Let nowG0 be a stratum
of G of maximal dimension among those which intersectT0 and take some point
y0 2 G0 \ T0. Notice that dimT0 < dimG0, by the choices we have made and the
definition ofY . Denoting byp the dimension ofT0, letV be a linear affine space in
C
N such that dimV = N � p, V 3 y0, V ty0 G0 and that, within a small enough

neighbourhood ofy0; V \ T0 = fy0g.
Let us fix some�0 2 (T

�
gjX )y0 such that�0 62 T �G0

(CN ). Then there is a Zariski-
open dense subset of linear(N�p)-planesV throughy0 which verify the conditions
imposed above and moreover have the property

(y; �0jV ) 62 T �G0\V
(V ): (3)

We shall fix such aV for the rest and we shall identify it withCN�p . Notice that
the chosenV has the property that

(T �gjX\V )x � T �Gx\V (C
N�p); (4)

8x 2 g�1(0)\V within some neighbourhood ofy0, x 6= y0, whereGx denotes the
stratum to whichx belongs.

The stratificationG induces onX \V a stratificationK which also has Whitney
(a) property. By (3), there is some stratumK1 of K such that

(T �
gjK1

)y0 6� T �K0
(CN�p); (5)

whereK0 = G0 \ V .
We identify�0 with a linear form onCN and denote byl its restriction toK1.

We consider the germ aty0 of the polar locus�K(l; gjK1
). By the properties (4)

and (5), we get�K(l; gjK1
) \ g�1(0) = fy0g. Since non void, this polar locus

must be of positive dimension. This is so because in our case�K(l; gjK1
) =

closuref�0(
�1(l))g, where�0: (PT �

gjK1
)jK1

! K1 and:PT �
gjK1

! �PN�p�1 are

the canonical projections and moreover the complex varietyPT �
gjK1

has dimension

N�p (see also the proof of Lemma 2.4). Then�K(l; gjK1
) is precisely of dimension

1: if it were of dimensiond > 1, then it would intersect the hypersurfaceg�1(0)
along a(d�1)-dimensional set, which would contradict the fact that this intersection
is just the pointy0.

The LST property inherited byX \ V and then byK1 implies that the com-
plex links CL(K1; y0) and CL(K1 \ g�1(0); y0) are contractible (see [GM] for
the definition and properties of the complex link). We consider the germ at
y0 of the mapping(l; gj):K1 ! C

2 (where dimK1 > 2) and take a small
enough polydisc neighbourhoodP of y0 (see [L̂e-1] and also [Ti-1] for the
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definition). The slicel�1(l(y0) + ") \ P, for " > 0 small enough, is noth-
ing else but the complex link CL(K1; y0). This slice is obtained, up to homo-
topy type, froml�1(l(y0) + ") \ g�1(0) \ P (which itself is just the complex
link CL(K1 \ g�1(0); y0)), by attaching a finite number of cells of dimension
= dimC K1 � 1 (compare to [ST, proof of Prop. 4.5]). These cells come from the
singularities of the functiong on l�1(l(y0) + ") \ P, which are exactly the points
where the polar curve�K(l; gjK1

) intersectsl�1(l(y0)+")\P. Since�K(l; gjK1
) is

a nonvoid curve, the number of these intersection points is greater than 0, hence the
number of cells is also greater than zero (to one singular point there corresponds
at least one cell). But this contradicts the contractibility of CL(K1; y0). 2

3. @T -Stratifications and singularities at infinity

We shall now focus on an algebraic morphismf :X ! C , whereX � C
n is a

complex affine variety.

3.1. DEFINITION. (@T -stratifications at infinity). Let(f̂ ;Y;Z) be a f.c.e. off .
If a stratificationS of some neighbourhood ofY1 within Y, with Y1 a union of
strata, has the property that, locally at anyy 2 Y1, it is a @T -stratification with
respect tog, whereg = 0 is some local equation ofY1 at y, then we callS a
@T -stratification (at infinity) atY1.

Partial Thom stratifications at infinity do exist. We may construct one as follows.
Take a Whitney stratification of the algebraic spaceY, havingY1 as union of
strata (which is possible, see e.g. [GWPL, 2.7]). Then Theorem 2.9 shows that this
is also a@T -stratification atY1.

We would like to construct some weaker stratification, not to involve Whitney
conditions, but arising somehow naturally from the relative conormal. We first need
some preliminary stuff.

3.2. PROPOSITION.Let (f̂ ;Y;Z) be a f.c.e. off . Let g = 0 be a reduced local
equation of the divisorY1 at y. Then(T �

gjY\U )y does not depend on the choice of
g, whereU is some open subset ofZ andT �

gjY\U � T �(U).

The proof will clearly follow from the next lemma, which we prove in both real
and complex cases, for later use (e.g. Theorem 4.3 or [Ti-2]).

3.3. LEMMA. Let (X ; x) � (KN ; x) be a germ of aK -analytic space and let
g: (X ; x) ! (K ; 0) be aK -analytic function. Let:X ! K be analytic such that
(x) 6= 0 and denote byW some neighbourhood ofx in K

N . Then(T �
gjX\W )x =

(T �
gjX\W )x.
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98 MIHAI TIB ĂR

Proof. Let g�1(0) be denotedY. Suppose first that(X ; x) is smooth. We have
gradg =  gradg + g grad, hence

gradg
kgradgk

= 
gradg
kgradgk

+ grad
g

kgradgk
:

Since is analytic,kgradk and are bounded within some neighbourhood ofx.
By the following Łojasiewicz inequality [Lo], valid in a neighbourhood ofx

kgradgk > jgj�; for some 1> � > 0;

we get thatg=kgradgk tends to zero as the point tends tox. Therefore, along
any sequence of points tending tox, we have lim(gradg=kgradgk) = (x)
lim(gradg=kgradgk), hence the limits of the directions gradg and gradg are the
same.

In the general case we resolveX within an embedded resolutionp: ~X ! X , to
a smooth variety~X . This is an isomorphism overXregnY. Now apply the result in
the smooth case for the functionsg � p and( � p)(g � p), then pull down to the
conormal ofX , by the following diagram

(T �KN )j ~X\p�1(W )
� � p�(T �KN )jX\W - (T �KN )jX\W

@
@
@
@
@R
~X \ p�1(W )

?
p - X \W:

?

�

3.4. DEFINITION. Lety 2 Y1 and letg = 0 defineY1 within some affine open
U � Y containingy. Let �:T �

gjY\U ! Y \ U be the canonical projection. We

denote byC1(U \ Y1) the subspace��1(Y1
\ U) of T �

gjY\U and we call it the

space of characteristic covectors at infinity. We also denote its fibre��1(y) by
(C1)y.

The notation(C1)y is not ambiguous, since this fibre does not depend on the local
equationg = 0, as shown by Proposition 3.2.

3.5. Construction of the canonical@T -stratification atY1. Let X � C
n be a

complex affine variety with isolated singularities and let(f̂ ;Y;Z) be a f.c.e. of
f :X ! C . LetG be a stratification ofY in some neighbourhood ofY1, such that
Y1 is a union of strata. It follows from (1) thatG is a@T -stratification atY1 if
and only if

C
1(U \ Y1) �

[
G�2G\Y1

T �G�\U ; (6)
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INFINITY OF POLYNOMIAL MAPPINGS AND THOM REGULARITY CONDITION 99

for any openU � Y.
Let U be small enough such thatY1

\ U is defined by one equationg = 0.
Then the space of characteristic covectors at infinityC

1(U \Y1) is a Lagrangean
conic space, see [HMS], and therefore has the following property

C
1(U \ Y1) =

[
j2�

T �Zj ; (7)

whereZj are certain irreducible complex subspaces ofY1
\ U , with [j2�Zj =

Y1
\ U and� is a finite set (by [HMS] or [BMM, Sect. 2]).

Now there are stratifications ofY1
\ U with connected strata, such that

(Zi)regn[j 6=iZj is a stratum,8i 2 �. We take the coarsest of all such stratifications.
Together with the stratum(Y \U)n(Y1

[Sing(X)), this yields a stratification of
Y \ U . We shall call it thelocal canonical stratification. One may globalize it on
Y, as the following result shows.

3.6. THEOREM.LetX � C
n be a complex affine variety with isolated singularities

and let(f̂ ;Y;Z) be a f.c.e. off :X ! C . Then there is a unique@T -stratification
T at Y1 such that, at any pointy 2 Y1, T coincides with the local canonical
stratification.

Proof. Letf(Ui; gi)gi2I be a family such thatfUigi2I is a family of open subsets
of Y which coversY1 and thatY1

\ Ui is defined bygi = 0, 8i 2 I. Notice
that the local canonical stratification defined fromC1(Ui \ Y1) as in 3.5 is a
@T -stratification, since it verifies the condition (6).

On any intersectionUi \ Uj the spaces of characteristic covectors at infinity
C
1(Ui \Y1) andC1(Uj \Y1) coincide, by Proposition 3.2. We have shown in

the above construction 3.5 that the local canonical stratification depends only on
the space of characteristic covectors at infinity. Therefore one may patch together
the local canonical stratifications to a global one. 2

3.7. DEFINITION. We call the stratificationT given by Theorem 3.6 thecanonical
@T -stratification atY1.

4. Localizing the variation of topology at the singularities at infinity

In case of a polynomial mappingf : C n ! C , a still unsolved problem is how
to detect the change in topology from a nearby fibre to a smooth atypical fibre
of f . Results in several variables [Pa-1], [ST], [Pa-2] were recently obtained in
casef has in some senseisolated singularities at infinity. The aim was essentially
to localize the global change of topology at a finite number of points on a given
compactification of the atypical fibre. One reason for this restriction is that the
isolated case is rather well understood – for instance we dispose of a local result
in the complex case, the stratified Bouquet Theorem [Ti-1], which describes the
homotopy type of the Milnor fibre at an isolated critical point – whereas there is
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quite much lack of knowledge about local nonisolated singularities. Let us first
give a precise meaning to ‘localizable’. We still keep the previous notations.

4.1. DEFINITION. Let(f̂ ;Y;Z) be a f.c.e. of an algebraic morphismf :X ! C

and letf�1(t0) be a fibre with at most isolated singularities. We say that the
variation of topology of the fibres off at t0 is localizableif there exists a finite
setfa1; : : : ; akg 2 f̂�1(t0) � Y, for eachi 2 f1; : : : ; kg a complete systemNi =

fN
j
i gj2N of neighbourhoods of the pointai and for anyJ = (j1; : : : ; jk) 2 N

k

there is�J > 0 such that the restrictionfj: (Xn [i=1;k N
ji
i ) \ f

�1(D�)! D� is a
trivial fibration, for any radius� 6 �J .

In order to study the localizability problem we shall use@T -stratifications at
infinity.

4.2. DEFINITION. LetX have at most isolated singularities. Let(f̂ ;Y;Z) be a
f.c.e. off :X ! C and letG be a stratification ofY which is a@T -stratification at
Y1. We say thatf hasisolatedG-singularities(with respect to(f̂ ;Y;Z)) if f has
at most isolated singularities and̂f is transversal toG at all but a finite number of
points ofY1.

This extends the notion of isolatedW-singularityof [ST], defined with respect
to a certain canonical Whitney stratificationW of Y, in caseX = C

n andY =
X(f;Pn).

4.3. THEOREM.LetX have at most isolated singularities and letf have isolated
G-singularities. Then the variation of topology of the fibres off at t0 is localizable,
8t0 2 C .

Proof. Letfa1; : : : ; akg 2 f̂�1(t0)\Y1 be the points wherêf is not transversal
to G, for some fixedt0 2 C . Let Bi; B

0
i be small enough open balls withinZ,

centered atai such thatBi � Bi � B0
i. For somep 2 f̂(t0) \ Y1

nfa1; : : : ; akg,
let Vp denote a small enough open neighbourhood ofp within Z. We cover the
compactf̂(t0) \ Y1

n [
k
i=1 B

0
i by a finite number of such neighbourhoods and

denote byW their union and byV = fVpgp the covering. One may assume that
W \ Bi = ;, 8i 2 f1; : : : ; kg. Let �:W ! R>0 be theC1-function defined
by � = �V 2V�V jgV j

2, wheref�V gV 2V is a partition of unity relative toV and
gV = 0 is the equation ofY1 within V . We now show thatf is transversal to
all levels of� within W 0

\ X, for some openW 0
� W which also covers the

compactf̂(t0) \ Y1
n [

k
i=1 B

0
i. Any p 2 f̂(t0) \ Y1

n [
k
i=1 B

0
i is in the overlap

of severalV 2 V. On some small enough neighbourhood ofp, the local equations
are related bygVj = �jsgVs , with �js an analytic function and�js(p) 6= 0. Now
(T ��)p = (T �

jgV j2
)p, by Lemma 3.3. LetG0 be the stratum ofG which containsp (thus

of dimension> 1, sincep 62 fa1; : : : ; akg). But f̂ is transversal toG0 atp, hencef is
transversal to the positive levels of� within some small enough neighbourhood of
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INFINITY OF POLYNOMIAL MAPPINGS AND THOM REGULARITY CONDITION 101

p, since(T �gVj )p � (T �G0
)p. We may therefore construct a continuous liftv of @=@t

by f̂ onW 0
\X, for some openW 0 as above, such that it is tangent to the positive

levels of�. On the other hand we may define a vector fieldvi onB0
i \X, as in the

proof of Theorem 2.5, which is a lift of@=@t by f and is tangent to@BinY1. We
finally glue the vector fieldsv; v1; : : : ; vk by a partition of unity to get a vector field
w which is again a lift of@=@t by f and is tangent to@BinY1, 8i 2 f1; : : : ; kg.
Thus, by integratingw, we would get a trivialisation offjW 0n(Y1[k

i=1Bi)
over a

sufficiently small discD centered att0 2 C .
We also have to deal with the eventual singular pointsfb1; : : : ; brg of the fibre

f�1(t0). We take a sufficiently small ball�j at each such point. Then the sphere
@�j cuts transversally any fibre off over a sufficiently small discD centered att0.

It is standard how to lift@=@t byf to a vector field onX\f�1(D)\�n[rj=1�j

which is tangent to the spheres@�j , where� is a large enough ball inC n .
Glueing this vector field to the one before, we finally get, by integration, a global

topologically trivial fibration:

fj: (Xn([
k
i=1Bi [ [

r
j=1�j)) \ f�1(D)! D;

for a sufficiently small disc (resp. interval)D centered att0 2 C . 2

4.4. Local variation mapping at infinity. Suppose we are under the conditions
of Theorem 4.2. Letp 2 Y1

\ f̂�1(t0) be an isolatedG-singularity off . We may
associate to such a point certain topological invariants, as follows. LetB" be an
open ball atp within Z, for some small enough" > 0. Then by Theorem 2.5 and
Lemma 2.6, the following restriction off

fj:X \B" \ f�1(D�nft0g)! D�nft0g (8)

is a topologically trivial fibration, whereD� is a disc of radius�, with 0< � � ",
centered att0 2 C . Moreover, the construction used in 2.5 and 2.6 gives that the
restriction off toX \ @B" \ f�1(D�) is topologically trivial overD�.

Let us denote byF the fibreX \ B" \ f�1() of the fibration (8), for some
 2 D�nft0g and let@F := X \ @B" \ f�1(). By the above remarks, there
exists a geometric monodromy ofF which is the identity on@F . This proves the
following.

4.5. PROPOSITION.Let f :X ! C have an isolatedG-singularity atp 2 Y1
\

f̂�1(t0). Then there exists alocal variation mapping

var:H�(F; @F )! H�(F );

such thath � Id = var� j, whereh:H�(F ) ! H�(F ) denotes the monodromy,
Id is the identity andj:H�(F ) ! H�(F; @F ) is induced by the inclusionF ,!
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(F; @F ). 2

The following result compares the spaceX to the general fibre off , up to homo-
topy.

4.6. THEOREM.LetX � C
n be an affine complex variety of dimensiond with

at most isolated singularities and such that, at each such singularity,X is a local
complete intersection. Letf have isolatedG-singularities with respect to some
f.c.e.(f̂ ;Y;Z) and to some stratificationG of Y which is a@T -stratification at
infinity.

Then, up to homotopy type, the spaceX is obtained from a general fibre off to
which one attaches a number, say�f , of cells of real dimensiond.

Proof. By Theorem 4.3, the variation of topology of the fibres off is local-
izable at a finite number of points onX or on Y1. For those points onX, the
local situation is managed by the classical result of Milnor [Mi] (in the smooth
case) and L̂e [Lê-2, Th. 5.1] (in the singular case): iff : (X; bj) ! (C ; 0) is an
analytic function with isolated singularities on a local complete intersectionX

of dimensiond, then the pair(B \ X \ f�1(D); B \ X \ f�1(�)) is (d � 1)-
connected, whereB is a small enough ball centered atbj andD a small enough
disc at 02 C , � 2 D�. For the points ‘at infinity’, we may apply Corollary 2.7 to
get that the pair(B \ (YnY1)\ f�1(D); B \ (YnY1)\ f�1(�)) is also(d� 1)-
connected. We may conclude that the spaceX is built up from a fibref�1(�)
which moves within a fibration, encountering a finite number of isolated singulari-
tiesfa1; : : : ; ak; b1; : : : ; brg. By invoking Switzer’s result [Sw, Prop. 6.13], at each
such point one has to attach a number (= the local ‘Milnor number’) ofd-cells.
The total number of cells is the sum of all these local Milnor numbers.

The Stein spaceX is a CW-complex of dimension6 d, by a well known result
due to Hamm [H-1]. As a nice particular case of Theorem 4.6, we then get the
following bouquet result which improves a previous one due to Siersma and the
author [ST, Th. 3.1].

4.7. COROLLARY.Under the assumptions of Theorem4:6, suppose in addition
thatX is (d� 1)-connected. Then the general fibre off has the homotopy type of
a bouquet of spheres_Sd�1. 2

We end by an example of a simple polynomial with an interesting local behav-
ior at infinity.

4.8. EXAMPLE. Letf be the following complex polynomial mapping (which was
undoubtly known to Newton, as polynomial in two variables)x+x2y : C 3

! C in
3 variablesx; y; z and consider its f.c.e.(t;X;P3

� C ) (see Example 1.2). We first
recall from [ST], in an equivalent formulation, the definition of at-singularity at
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infinity of f : we say thatf is t-regularatp 2 X1 if and only if (p;d t) 62 (C1)p.
Otherwise we say thatp is at-singularity off at infinity. Another interpretation of
p being at-singularity at infinity off is that the functiont � t(p) has vanishing
cycles atp, that isp 2 supp(�t�t(p)(C X )). This fact was noticed by Parusinski
[Pa-2, Prop. 1.1, Cor. 1.5] and follows from Ginsburg’s Theorem [Gi], [BMM,
Théor̀eme 3.4.2] and Sabbah’s intersection index formula [Sa, 4.6], after applying
a slicing argument that reduces the problem to the isolated singularities case.

We show thatf is nott-regular at a whole lineL := fx0 = x = t = 0g within
X1

\ t�1(0), hence has a nonisolatedt-singularity. This also implies thatf has
nonisolatedG-singularities at infinity, whereG is the canonical@T -stratification at
X1 (see Definition 3.7). The proof goes like this.

Let F := xx2
0 + x2y � tx3

0. The t-regularity in the charty 6= 0 is equivalent
to jyj � k@f=@xk 6! 0, askx; yk ! 1, cf. [ST, p. 780]. But in our example
jyj � k1+ 2xyk tends to 0, for instance ify ! 1, x = 1=y3

� 1=2y, z = ay.
The limit points inX1 are the 1-dimensional setL. The only atypical value is 0.
Moreover, for any algebraic change of coordinates� 2 Aut(C 3), the polynomial
f � � has a single atypical value, with nonisolatedt-singularity at infinity. Indeed,
the singularities at infinity cannot be isolated since then the general fibre would be
homotopically a bouquet

W
S2; but in our example the general fibre is a circle.

On the other hand, one can easily verify that, for a general linear forml =
ax+by+czwith c 6= 0, the polar curve�(l; f) is void. This implies that, by a generic
linear change of coordinates, one has�(x0; f 0) = �(y0; f 0) = �(z0; f 0) = ;, where
f 0 is the polynomialf in the new coordinates. One can take for instancex0 = x+z,
y0 = y+z, z0 = z and thenf 0 = x0�z0+(x0�z0)2(y0�z0). Let then(t0;X0;P3

�C )
be the f.c.e. off 0, let p 2 X01 and lety0 = 0 be some local equation ofX01 atp.
The voidness of the polar loci above implies, by an easy computation, that the local
polar locus�p(t0; y0) at p is also void. It then follows that one can lift the vector
field@=@t by t0 to a complex vector fieldv tangent to the nonzero levels ofy0 within
Np\X0

nX01, whereNp is some small enough open neighbourhood ofp in P
3
� C .

By integratingv, one concludes that, for some small enough discD 3 f 0(p), the
restrictionf 0j :Np \ (f

0)�1(D) ! D is a topologically trivial fibration. One may

interpret this by saying thatf 0 is locally trivial at infinity at anyp 2 X01 (which
howeverdoes not implythatf has no atypical value!).

We have seen before thatf is nott-regular at infinity, hence (by the linear change
of coordinates),f 0 is not t0-regular at infinity at the whole lineL0 = fx0 � z0 =
t0 = 0g. In particular, for allp 2 L0 � X01, t0 is not locally trivial atp sincet0 has
vanishing cycles atp.

One may therefore conclude that the condition ‘no vanishing cycles atp 2 X1’
is not necessary forf 0 to be locally trivial atp.
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5. Connectivity of fibres

When the mappingf :X ! C has non-isolatedG-singularities then, in principle,
we cannot localize the variation of topology of fibres at infinity. Nevertheless, we
shall prove some connectivity results for the fibres off , using a Lefschetz type
method.

We denote byHs the affine hyperplaneflH = sg � C
n , whereH 2 �Pn�1 is a

hyperplane defined by a linear formlH : C n ! C .

5.1. GENERAL SLICE. LetX � C
n be an affine algebraic variety and letf :X !

C be algebraic. Consider the f.c.e.(t;X;Pn � C ) of f (cf. Example 1.2) and
let W = fWigi2I be a finite complex stratification ofX satisfying Whitney (a)
property and withX1 as union of strata. By a Bertini type argument similar to the
one in the proof of Lemma 2.4, there is an open dense
X � �Pn�1 and a finite set
AX � C such that8H 2 
X , 8s 2 C nAX , the affine hyperplaneHs is transversal
toWi, for all i 2 I such thatWi � X.

For strataWi � X1
� P

n�1
� C we use again a Bertini type argument for

the projectionT �
tjWi

! �Pn�1 to deduce the following: there is an open dense


X1 � �Pn�1 such that8H 2 
X1 , the hyperplaneH � C is transversal toWi

within P
n�1

� C , except possibly at a finite number of points, for alli 2 I such that
Wi � X1. Let then denote
X := 
X \ 
X1 .

Consider now the restrictionfjHs
:X \ Hs ! C . We identify the hyperplane

Hs � P
n to P

n�1 and consider the spaceX(fjHs
;Pn�1). Let H 2 
X and

s 2 C nAX . Then X1(fjHs
;Pn�1) = X1(f;Pn) \ (H � C ). We may there-

fore define the following induced stratification.

5.2. DEFINITION. ForH 2 
X ands 2 C nAX , we denote byWHs the stratifi-
cation ofX(fjHs

;Pn�1) of which all strata of dimension> 1 have the following
form(

Wi \Hs; if Wi � X or

(Wi \ (H � C ))nfp 2 Wi j Wi 6t H � C g; if Wi � X1:

5.3. DEFINITION. Keeping the above notations, we define thecritical locus at
infinity of f with respect to the stratificationW by

Sing1Wf :=
[

Wj�Y1
SingtjWj

:

Sing1f is a closed subset ofY1, sinceW has Whitney (a) property.

With these definitions, we have the following.

5.4. LEMMA.There exists a Zariski-open set
t � �Pn�1 and a finite setA � C such
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that, if H 2 
t �
�Pn�1 ands 2 C nA, thendim SingWHs

fjHs
6 dim SingWf �

1 and dim Sing1WHs
fjHs

6 dim Sing1Wf � 1, in casedim SingWf > 1 and
dim Sing1Wf > 1.

Proof. Let H 2 
f \ 
X and s 2 C nAX . Then, by Lemma 2.4, dim
SingWHs

fjHs
= dim(�(lH ; f) \ Hs) [ (SingWf \ Hs). By Bertini–Sard,

dim(SingWf \ Hs) 6 dim SingWf � 1. There is a finite setA � C such that
A � AX and that dim(�(lH ; f)\Hs) 6 0 wheneverH 2 
f \
X ands 2 C nA.
Hence the first inequality in our statement holds forH 2 
f \ 
X ands 2 C nA.

To prove the latter inequality in our statement we proceed as follows. Take a
stratumWi � X1

� P
n�1

� C . From 5.1 it follows that, forH 2 
X1 , the
restrictiontj:Wi \ (H � C )nSingtjWi

! C has a finite number of critical points.
Notice that the set SingtjWi

is contained in a finite number of fibres oftjWi
, let

those be(tjWi
)�1(tj), for j 2 Ki.

Then, forH 2 
X ands 2 C nA, we have dim Sing1WHs
fjHs

6 dim[i2I;j2Ki

(SingtjWi
\H � ftjg). Again by Bertini–Sard, there is another open dense
̂ �

�Pn�1 such that, ifH 2 
̂, then dim(SingtjWi
\H � ftjg) 6 dim SingtjWi

� 1,
8i 2 I, 8j 2 Ki.

Finally, taking
t = 
f \
X \ 
̂ and the finite setA as in the first part of this
proof, we get the both claimed inequalities. 2

We may then strenghten the connectivity result of Siersma and the author [ST,
Cor. 3.6] as follows.

5.5. THEOREM.Let f : C n ! C be any polynomial mapping. Consider the f.c.e.
(t;X;Pn � C ) of f and letW = fWigi2I be a finite complex stratification ofX
such that it has Whitney(a)property, it is a@T -stratification atX1 andC n is one
of its strata. Then the general fibre off is at least(n�2�dim(Singf [Sing1Wf))-
connected. Moreover, a special fibre is at least(n� 3� dim(Singf [ Sing1Wf))-
connected.

Proof. Remark first that ifH 2 
X an ds 2 C nA thenWHs is a Whitney (a)
stratification ofX(fjHs

;Pn�1), it is a@T -stratification atX1(fjHs
;Pn�1) andHs

is one of its strata.
We use a Lefschetz type argument as follows. Slicing a fibreF" := f�1(") by a

general hyperplaneHs � C
n , we get a fibreF"\Hs of fjHs

, which is a polynomial
mapping in one variable less. Then the pair(F"; F"\Hs) is (dimF"�1)-connected,
by a result of Hamm [H-2]. To prove our statement inductively, we also need
dim SingfjHs

6 dim Singf � 1 and dim Sing1WHs
fjH 6 dim Sing1Wf � 1. This is

done by Lemma 5.4. By repeated slicing and succesively cutting down dimensions,
we arrive at a polynomialh which is the restriction off to a linear affine space,
with dim Singh 6 0 and dim Sing1T h 6 0, whereT is an induced Whitney (a),
@T -stratification at infinity, obtained by repeated general slicing. This implies that
h has isolatedt-singularities with respect toT .
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If F" is a general fibre then its general slice is also a general fibre of the restriction
fjHs

. We then conclude the induction by applying Corollary 4.7 to the polynomial
h. In case we start with an atypical fibreFa, we may get at the end an atypical
fibreFa of h. Let thenF� be a nearby general fibre ofh. ThenF� is homotopy
equivalent to a bouquet_Sq of spheres of dimensionq = dimF� . To prove the last
part of our theorem, we only need to show that�i(Fa) = �i(F�), for i 6 q � 2.

We shall make use of Theorem 4.3, its proof and notations. By this theorem,
the variation of topology of the fibres off over a small enough discD centered at
a 2 C is localizable at a finite set of pointsfa1; : : : ; akg 2 Fa andfb1; : : : ; brg 2

Fa \X1. Consider a large enough ball� � C
n such thatFa \ � is diffeomorphic

to Fa and that@� t F , 8 2 D. Then, for� 2 D, Fa \ � is obtained from
F� \ � by attaching a finite number of(q + 1)-cells corresponding to the isolated
singularitiesai.

For some singularity at infinitybj, let gj = 0 be a local equation ofX1

at bj . Then we consider the germ of the mapping(t; gj): X ! C
2 at bj and a

corresponding small enough polydisc neighbourhoodPj at bj. As in the proof of
Theorem 4.3, there is a nonvoid polar curve�bj (t; gj) atbj , which cutsF� at a finite
number of points withinPj . This shows thatF� is built fromF� \� by attaching a
certain number ofq-cells for each such intersection point, and for allj 2 f1; : : : ; rg.
In conclusion, we have shown the following homotopy equivalences

Fa
ht
' Fa \ �

ht
' (F� \ �) [ eq+1-cells; F�

ht
' (F� \ �) [ eq-cells

ht
' _Sq;

which imply the desired equality of homotopy groups. Now the proof is complete.2

6. Application to affine complete intersections

Let g = (g1; : : : ; gp): C n+p ! C
p , n > 0, be a polynomial mapping. If at some

point, g is a local complete intersection with isolated singularity, then its local
Milnor fibre at this point is a bouquet ofn-spheres, by Hamm’s result, see [H-1].
The context we have developed allows us to prove a result of this type forglobal
mappings.

Let us introduce some notations. In analogy to Definition 1.1 we may define
a fibre-compactifying extension(ĝ;Y;Z) of the mappingg. Following 1.2, an
example of a f.c.e. is the following. LetX be the algebraic closure of the graph of
g, within P

n+p
� C

p . The intersectionX \ (H1
� C

p) will be denoted byX1,
whereH1 is the hyperplane at infinityPn+pnC n+p . The data(t;X;Pn+p � C

p)
define then a f.c.e. of the mappingg, wheret: X ! C

p is the restriction toX of the
projectionPn+p � C

p
! C

p .

6.1. DEFINITION. Let(ĝ;Y;Z) be a f.c.e. ofg and letW = fWigi2I be a finite
complex stratification ofY with Whitney (a) property, which is a@T -stratification
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atY1 and hasC n+p as one of its strata. Let us denote SingW ĝ := SingWg[Sing1Wg

and�(ĝ) := ĝ(SingW ĝ).
We say thatg: C n+p ! C

p is anaffine local complete intersection(a.l.c.i.) with
isolatedW-singularitiesiff the restrictionĝj: SingW ĝ ! �(ĝ) is a finite mapping.
Such ag is in particular a local complete intersection with isolated singularity at
any point ofC n+p .

6.2. THEOREM.Letg: C n+p ! C
p be a polynomial mapping and let(ĝ;Y;Z) be

a f.c.e. ofg. LetW be a finite complex stratification ofY with Whitney(a)property,
which is a@T -stratification atY1 and hasC n+p as one of its strata. Ifg is an
a.l.c.i. with isolatedW-singularities then the general fibre ofg has the homotopy
type of a bouquet_Sn.

Proof. SingW ĝ is closed analytic (sinceW has Whitney (a) property). Since
ĝjSingĝ is finite, the discriminant�(ĝ) is also closed analytic, of dimension< p.
On the other hand, for anyy 2 �(ĝ), the set̂g�1(y)\SingW ĝ is finite. Notice that
for p = 1 this means that the polynomialg has isolatedW-singularities, hence we
are in the conditions of Corollary 4.7 and the conclusion follows.

For p > 1, we use induction onp. There is a Zariski-open subset
� in the
set of linear projections fromC p to C

p�1 such that, ifl 2 
�, then the restriction
of l to the analytic subset�(ĝ) � C

p is a finite mapping. We may assume, by
a linear coordinate change, thatl is the projection along the last coordinate of
C
p . Let’s consider the polynomial mappingg0 = (g1; : : : ; gp�1) : C n+p ! C

p�1

and let us definêg0: Y ! C
p�1, ĝ0 := l � ĝ. Then the data(ĝ0;Y;Z) represent

a f.c.e. ofg0. Moreoverg0 is an a. l.c.i. with isolated singularities with respect to
the same stratificationW. Therefore we may assume by induction that the general
fibre of g0, sayX := (g0)�1("), is homotopically a bouquet_Sn+1. Moreover,
the algebraic mappinggp:X ! C has isolated singularities with respect to the
f.c.e.ĝp:X = ĝ�1(f"g � C ) ! C and the stratification onX induced byW. Now
the general fibre ofgp:X ! C is just the general fibre of the initial polynomial
mappingg. We apply Corollary 4.7 to conclude. 2
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